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Compact moduli of hyperplane arrangements
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Abstract

The minimal model program suggests a compactification of the
moduli space of hyperplane arrangements which is a moduli space of
stable pairs. Here, a stable pair consists of a scheme X which is a
degeneration of projective space and a divisor D = D1 + · · · +Dn on
X which is a limit of hyperplane arrangements. For example, in the
1-dimensional case, the stable pairs are stable curves of genus 0 with n
marked points. Kapranov has defined an alternative compactification
using his Chow quotient construction, which may be described fairly
explicitly. We prove that these two compactifications coincide. We
deduce a description of all stable pairs.

1 Introduction

Hyperplane arrangements have been the subject of intensive study in alge-
braic geometry, combinatorics and topology (see, e.g., [OT]). Applications of
the theory include generalised hypergeometric functions, representations of
braid groups, conformal field theory, etc. The minimal model program pro-
vides a natural compactification of the moduli space of generic hyperplane
arrangements which is a moduli space of certain ‘generalised arrangements’
called stable pairs. We prove that this compactification coincides with an
earlier compactification defined by Kapranov using a quotient construction.
Using this identification, we describe the degenerate stable pairs rather ex-
plicitly.

For us, a hyperplane arrangement is an ordered collection M1, . . . ,Mn of
n hyperplanes in complex projective space Pk−1. It is in general position if
the divisor M1 + · · ·+Mn is a normal crossing divisor on Pk−1. We say two
arrangements are isomorphic if they are related by an automorphism of the
ambient projective space, and denote the moduli space of arrangements in
general position by Hk,n.
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We regard a hyperplane arrangement M1, . . . ,Mn ⊂ Pk−1 as a pair con-
sisting of a smooth variety Pk−1 and a (labelled) divisor M1 + · · · + Mn.
Then, assuming the minimal model program in dimension k, there is a com-
pactification of Hk,n which is a moduli space of stable pairs [A2]. A stable
pair is a pair consisting of a possibly reducible scheme X and a divisor D
such that (X,D) is mildly singular, and satisfies a certain ‘stability condi-
tion’ which ensures that it has only finitely many automorphisms. In our
context, there is a decomposition D = D1 + · · · +Dn and (X,D) admits a
smoothing to a hyperplane arrangement.

Unfortunately, the minimal model program is only complete in dimen-
sions k ≤ 3, so the compactness of the moduli space of stable pairs is con-
jectural for k > 3. Moreover, the construction of the moduli space is highly
abstract, and the task of explicitly classifying the stable pairs or describing
the moduli space appears formidable.

The Chow quotient Ck,n = (Pk−1∨)n//SL(k) provides an alternative
compactification of Hk,n [K1]. For X a complex projective variety and G
an algebraic group acting on X, the Chow quotient X//G is the closure of
the locus of generic orbit closures Gx ⊂ X in the Chow variety. It is a com-
pactification of a geometric quotient U/G, where U is a Zariski open subset
of X. We note that Chow quotients are often better suited to moduli prob-
lems than GIT quotients. For example, the Chow quotient (P1)n//SL(2)
is identified with M0,n ([K1], p. 98, Theorem 4.1.8), whereas the various
GIT quotients (determined by choosing a linearisation of the action) have
boundary points corresponding to point configurations P1, . . . , Pn ∈ P1 in
which some of the points coincide. In general, the Chow quotient dominates
each GIT quotient, hence provides a finer compactification.

We prove that the Chow quotient Ck,n is identified with the moduli space
of stable pairs, at least set-theoretically.

Theorem 1.1. There is a family of stable pairs over the Chow quotient Ck,n
such that the fibre over a point of Hk,n is the corresponding hyperplane ar-
rangement, and no two fibres are isomorphic. Assuming the minimal model
program in dimension k, the family induces a bijection of sets

Ck,n
∼

−→ { stable pairs }/ ∼=

In other words, each stable pair occurs exactly once as a fibre of the family.

Recall that the minimal model program is complete only in dimensions
k ≤ 3, so the full result is only proven for pairs of dimension k − 1 ≤ 2.
However, the MMP is only required to establish separatedness of moduli of
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stable pairs, and it may be possible to prove this by another method (cf.
Remark 5.1).

We deduce a fairly explicit description of all stable pairs. First, the in-
tersections of the irreducible components of X and D define a stratification
of the variety X. The poset of strata encodes the ‘combinatorial type’ of
(X,D). The possible combinatorial types correspond to polyhedral subdi-
visions of a certain lattice polytope. Moreover, each stratum is a normal,
rational variety. Second, the singularities of the pair (X,D) are toric. That
is, X is locally obtained by glueing normal toric varieties along codimension
1 toric strata, and the divisor D is given by the remaining codimension 1
strata. Moreover, a combinatorial analysis allows a complete classification of
the singularities. For example, if k = 3 there are precisely 10 isomorphism
types of germs (P ∈ X,D). Finally, there is a canonical embedding of
(X,D) in the Grassmannian of (k−1)-planes in (n−1)-space, defined using
a vector bundle of ‘logarithmic differentials’ on (X,D). Roughly speaking,
the logarithmic differentials are 1-forms on X with logarithmic poles along
the divisor D and the singular locus.

The Chow quotient Ck,n is singular in general for k ≥ 3. For example,
C3,6 has 15 singular points of type (0 ∈ C(P1 × P2)), where C(P1 × P2)
is the cone over the Segre embedding P1 × P2 →֒ P5. However, we expect
that the singularities are toric, i.e., the space Ck,n together with its bound-
ary is locally isomorphic to a toric variety together with its toric boundary.
For, we define a canonical log structure on each stable pair such that the log
deformations are locally unobstructed, and Ck,n parametrises certain log de-
formations of stable pairs. If the log deformations are globally unobstructed,
it follows that Ck,n parametrises all log deformations of stable pairs and has
toric singularities as claimed. Details will appear in a subsequent paper.

We describe the case k = 3, n = 5 (5 lines in P2). We freely reorder the
divisors D1, . . . ,D5 for simplicity of notation. There are just two types of
degenerate surfaces X. The first surface X has two components X1

∼= P2

and X2
∼= BlP P2, and the exceptional curve E ⊂ X2 is glued to a line

∆1 ⊂ X1. Let p : X2 → P1 denote the P1-fibration, with fibres the strict
transforms of the lines through P ∈ P2. Each of the divisors D1,D2,D3

is a Cartier divisor consisting of a line on X1 together with the fibre of p
which meets the double curve in the same point. The divisors D4 and D5

are sections of p which are disjoint from the negative section E, i.e., strict
transforms of lines in P2 not passing through P . The second surface has
three components X1,X2

∼= P2 and X3
∼= P1 × P1. Let p1, p2 : X3 → P1

denote the two projections. For i = 1 and 2, a line ∆i ⊂ Xi is glued to
a fibre fi ⊂ X3 of pi. The divisor D1 consists of two lines, one on each of
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X1 and X2, which both pass through the common point f1 ∩ f2 of X1 and
X2. Each of the divisors D2,D3 is a Cartier divisor consisting of a line on
X1 together with the fibre of p2 meeting ∆1 at the same point; similiarly
D4 and D5 are Cartier divisors consisting of a line on X2 and a fibre of p1.
In each case, the condition on the singularities of D ⊂ X may be stated as
follows: no component of the divisor D is contained in the singular locus of
X, and D has normal crossings away from the singular locus.

Acknowledgements: This paper relies heavily on earlier work of Kapranov
[K1]. I would like to thank Igor Dolgachev for suggesting the problem of
compactifying moduli of point configurations in projective space, and for
subsequent helpful conversations. Valery Alexeev has informed me that he
has independently obtained some of the results proved here.

2 Statement of the Main Theorem

Definition 2.1. A hyperplane arrangement is an ordered collection M1, . . . ,Mn

of hyperplanes in Pk−1. We say M1, . . . ,Mn are in general position if
Mi1 ∩ · · · ∩Mik = ∅ for each i1 < · · · < ik, equivalently, M1 + · · · + Mn

is a normal crossing divisor on Pk−1.

Definition 2.2. Fix n > k. Let U →֒ (Pk−1∨)n denote the open locus of
arrangements in general position. Define Hk,n = U/SL(k), the moduli space
of arrangements in general position.

We give the precise definition of a stable pair. We first define semi log
canonical singularities, the allowed singularities on a stable pair (X,D). In
fact, the semi log canonical singularities occurring on a stable pair are rather
special (see 2.6).

Definition 2.3. Let X be a reduced scheme and D an effective Weil divisor
on X. The pair (X,D) is semi log canonical if

(1) The scheme X is Cohen–Macaulay and has only normal crossing sin-
gularities in codimension 1.

(2) Let KX denote the Weil divisor class on X corresponding to the du-
alising sheaf ωX . Then the divisor KX +D is Q-Cartier.

(3) Let ν : Xν → X be the normalisation of X. Let ∆ denote the double
locus of X and write Dν and ∆ν for the inverse images of D and ∆
on Xν . Then the pair (Xν ,∆ν +Dν) is log canonical.
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We use the abbreviation slc for semi log canonical.

Remark 2.4. (1) The dualising sheaf ωX is S2. It is also invertible in
codimension 1 by (1). Hence it corresponds to a Weil divisor class KX

as stated. If X is normal, this is of course the usual canonical divisor
class. In general ν⋆KX = KXν + ∆ν .

(2) No component of the divisor D is contained in the double locus of X
by (3).

Definition 2.5. A stable pair (X,D) of type (k, n) is a pair consisting of a
proper scheme X of dimension k − 1 and a Weil divisor D = D1 + · · ·+Dn

on X such that

(1) The pair (X,D) is slc.

(2) The Q-Cartier divisor KX +D is ample.

(3) The pair (X,D) admits a smoothing to a hyperplane arrangement
(Pk−1,M1 + · · · +Mn). More precisely, there is a flat family of pairs
(X ,D = D1 + · · · + Dn)/T over the germ of a curve such that the
special fibre is (X,D), the general fibre is a hyperplane arrangement
and the divisor KX + D is Q-Cartier.

Remark 2.6. Assuming the minimal model program in dimension k, we can
describe the possible singularities of a stable pair (X,D) more specifically
as follows (cf. Proposition 3.12). For Y ⊂ X an irreducible component, let
∆Y and DY denote the restriction of the double locus and the divisor D.
Then the pair (Y,∆Y +DY ) is locally isomorphic to a toric variety together
with its toric boundary. The pair (X,D) is obtained by glueing the toric
components (Y,∆Y + DY ) along the codimension 1 toric strata ∆Y . In
particular, the divisor KX +D is Cartier.

We introduce the compactification of Hk,n obtained by the Chow quo-
tient construction. We briefly review the definition of the Chow quotient
(cf. [K1], p. 34). Let X be a complex projective variety and G a reduc-
tive algebraic group acting on X. For each x ∈ X consider the orbit closure
Gx ⊂ X, a closed subvariety. There exists a Zariski open subset U ⊂ X such
that for each x ∈ U , the subvariety Gx has fixed dimension r and represents
a fixed homology class δ ∈ H2r(X,Z). We may assume U is G-invariant.
Let Chowr(X, δ) denote the Chow variety of r-dimensional algebraic cycles
in X with homology class δ [B]. We have an embedding

U/G →֒ Chowr(X, δ), x 7→ [Gx].
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We define the Chow quotient X//G to be the closure of U/G in Chowr(X, δ).
Note that it does not depend on the choice of U .

In our case X = (Pk−1∨)n, G = SL(k), and we may take U to be the
locus of hyperplane arrangements in general position, as above.

Definition 2.7. Define Ck,n = (Pk−1∨)n//SL(k), the Chow quotient com-
pactification of Hk,n = U/SL(k).

Theorem 2.8 (Main Theorem). There is a family of stable pairs over the
Chow quotient Ck,n such that the fibre over a point of Hk,n is the correspond-
ing hyperplane arrangement, and no two fibres are isomorphic. Assuming
the minimal model program in dimension k, the family induces a bijection
of sets

Ck,n
∼

−→ { stable pairs }/ ∼=

In other words, each stable pair occurs exactly once as a fibre of the family.

Morally speaking, the Chow quotient Ck,n is the moduli space of stable
pairs. However, the definition of an allowable family of stable pairs over
an arbitrary base is unclear, hence the scheme theoretic structure on the
moduli space is not defined at present. The problem is that, for k ≥ 3, there
are stable pairs that admit deformations to non-smoothable pairs. The
deformation theory in the simplest cases is analogous to that of degenerate
K3 surfaces described by Friedman ([Fr], p. 108, Theorem 5.10). These
deformations must be ruled out in order to obtain a well defined scheme
structure on the moduli space of (smoothable) stable pairs. We hope to
resolve these difficulties using the canonical log structure on each stable
pair defined in Section 4.1 (cf. [KN]).

3 Construction of the universal family of stable

pairs

We construct the family of stable pairs over the Chow quotient Ck,n. We

first identify Ck,n = (Pk−1∨)n//SL(k) with the Chow quotient G(k, n)//H
of a Grassmannian by a torus via the Gel’fand-McPherson isomorphism.
We give a careful analysis of the universal family of cycles over G(k, n)//H
refining earlier results of Kapranov ([K1], Section 1.2) and Lafforgue [L].
We use a toric description of the universal family over the Chow quotient
of a projective space by a torus, essentially due to Lafforgue, which may
be of independent interest. Finally, we obtain the family of stable pairs as
a transversal slice of the universal family of cycles over G(k, n)//H. We
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deduce a description of the singularities and combinatorial types of stable
pairs.

3.1 The Gel’fand–McPherson isomorphism

Let U ⊂ (Pk−1∨)n denote the locus of hyperplane arrangements in general
position as above. Let G(k, n) denote the Grassmannian of k-planes in Cn

and G0(k, n) →֒ G(k, n) the locus of k-planes L such that each Plucker
coordinate PI (where |I| = k, I ⊂ [n]) is nonzero. Let H = C×n/C× be
the quotient of the torus C×n →֒ Cn by the diagonal C×. The action of
C×n on Cn induces an action of H on G(k, n). The Gel’fand–McPherson
isomorphism is a canonical isomorphism

U/SL(k)
∼
→ G0(k, n)/H.

It is obtained by identifying each quotient with the set of generic double
(SL(k),H)-orbits on P(M(k, n)), where M(k, n) denotes the space of k × n
matrices. It extends to an isomorphism of Chow quotients

(Pk−1∨)n//SL(k)
∼
→ G(k, n)//H

([K1], p. 62, Theorem 2.2.4). Thus Ck,n is canonically identified with
G(k, n)//H.

3.2 The universal family of cycles over G(k, n)//H

Given a reductive algebraic group H acting on a complex projective variety
X, one can define the Hilbert quotient X///H; the definition is analogous to
that of the Chow quotient, with the appropriate Hilbert scheme playing the
rôle of the Chow variety. The natural morphism Hilbred → Chow induces a
morphism X///H → X//H.

In our case, the morphism G(k, n)///H → G(k, n)//H is an isomorphism
([K1], p. 54, Theorem 1.5.2). The essential point is that the subschemes
parametrised by G(k, n)///H are reduced. We thus obtain the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.1. The universal family of cycles over G(k, n)//H is realised
by a flat family of reduced subschemes

Z →֒ G(k, n) ×G(k, n)//H
ց ↓

G(k, n)//H
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We pause to describe the Chow quotient of a projective space by a torus
in some detail (Theorem 3.4, Theorem 3.6). We use these results to study
G(k, n)//H via the Plucker embedding.

Notation 3.2. Let H ∼= C×(n−1)
be a torus acting on a projective space

PN−1. Pick a linearisation and choose homogeneous coordinates on PN−1

so that the action is diagonalised. Let A be the set of weights of the action
in M := Hom(H,C×) ∼= Zn−1. Let Q be the convex hull of A in MR. We
assume for simplicity that the weights are distinct and that each weight is
a vertex of Q. Let T = C×N/C× →֒ PN−1, the big torus. Then T acts on
PN−1, and the H action is induced by a homomorphism H → T . We may
assume that the action of H on PN−1 is faithful, then H →֒ T .

Definition 3.3. Let Q be a polytope of dimension d. A polyhedral subdivi-
sion Q of Q is a set of polytopes Q1, . . . , Qr of dimension d, such that

(1) The vertices of Qi are vertices of Q for each i.

(2) The intersection Qi ∩Qj is a face of Qi and Qj for each i 6= j.

(3) Q = Q1 ∪ · · · ∪Qr.

A face Q′ of Q is a face of Qi for some i, that is, a cell in the cellular
subdivision of Q defined by Q. The subdivision Q is coherent if there exists
a convex piecewise linear function g : Q→ R with domains of linearity given
by Q.

The secondary polytope ΣQ of a polytope Q is a polytope whose faces
F (Q) are labelled by coherent polyhedral subdivisions Q of Q. The face
F (Q) is contained in F (Q′) if and only if Q is a refinement of Q′. We refer
the reader to ([GKZ], Ch. 7) for more details.

Theorem 3.4. [KSZ] The Chow quotient PN−1//H is a (possibly non-
normal) toric variety with torus T/H. Its normalisation is XΣQ, the normal
toric variety associated to the secondary polytope ΣQ of Q. In particular,
the toric strata of PN−1//H are labelled by coherent polyhedral subdivisions
of Q.

We review the proof of the theorem. For v ∈ PN−1 generic, we have
dimHv = n− 1 and degHv = d, some fixed d. Then

PN−1//H →֒ Chown−1(P
N−1, d)
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and
Chown−1(P

N−1, d) →֒ PH0(OG(N−n,N)(d)), [Z] 7→ RZ ,

where RZ is the Chow form of the cycle Z ⊂ PN−1. Now, the T -action
on PN−1 induces a T/H-action on PN−1//H, moreover the open embedding
T →֒ PN−1 induces an open embedding T/H →֒ PN−1//H; the distinguished
point of PN−1//H is given by the cycle Z = He, where e = (1, . . . , 1) ∈
PN−1. Let B be the set of weights of the Chow form RZ for the T -action
on PH0(OG(N−n,N)(d)); they lie in MT/H = Hom(T/H,C×). Then P//H is
the (possibly non-normal) toric variety XB given by B ⊂MT/H (as defined
in [GKZ], Ch. 5, p. 166, 1.4). Let R denote the convex hull of B in
(MT/H)R, the Chow polytope of Z. Let XR denote the normal toric variety
associated to R ⊂ (MT/H)R ([O], p. 93, Theorem 2.22 or [F], p. 26–7).
There is a natural equivariant map XR → XB which is finite and birational
(it restricts to the identity on T/H), hence XR is the normalisation of XB .
Finally, the Chow polytope R is the secondary polytope ΣQ of Q ([KSZ], p.
209, Theorem 5.1). The proof is rather involved, and proceeds by analysing
the extreme toric degenerations of Z = He →֒ PN−1 corresponding to the
vertices of the Chow polytope; these cycles are sums of coordinate (n − 1)-
planes. Let us at least give a plausible explanation of the result. Let Xω

denote the homogeneous coordinate on PN−1 with weight ω ∈ A. Consider
the moment map

µ : PN−1 → Q ⊂MR, x 7→

∑

ω∈A |Xω(x)| · ω
∑

ω∈A |Xω(x)|
.

A generic orbit closure maps surjectively onto Q under µ. In general, an
orbit closure Hv maps onto the weight polytope

Wt(v) = conv{ω ∈ A | Xω(v) 6= 0}

of the point v. A Chow limit Z of generic orbit closures decomposes as a
sum

∑

i Zi =
∑

iHvi of orbit closures of maximal dimension n − 1, such
that the polytopes Qi = µ(Zi) define a polyhedral decomposition Q of Q.

The toric stratum of PN−1//H containing [Z] is thus labelled by Q.
The description of Chow limits of orbit closures via the moment map

is unfortunately not precise enough for our purposes. We obtain a more
careful description below by constructing a universal family over XΣQ, the
normalisation of PN−1//H. We first need a definition.

Definition 3.5. (cf. [A3], p. 28, Defn. 2.4.2) Suppose given a polyhedral
subdivision Q of a lattice polytope Q ⊂MR. We define the degenerate toric
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variety XQ associated to Q as follows. Let M ′ = Z ⊕M and embed Q in
M ′

R
by identifying MR with the affine hyperplane (1,MR). Let Ω be the fan

of cones over the faces of Q in M ′
R
. Write S = |Ω| ∩M ′ = Cone(Q) ∩M ′.

Let R[Ω] denote the C-algebra with C-basis {χs | s ∈ S} and multiplication

χs · χt =

{

χs+t if there is a cone of Ω containing s and t
0 otherwise

We define XQ = ProjR[Ω].

We note immediately that XQ has normal toric components

XQi
= Proj(C[Cone(Qi) ∩M

′])

corresponding to the maximal polytopes Qi of the subdivision Q, and these
are glued together following the same combinatorial rules used to glue the
Qi to form Q. Moreover, the sheaf OXQ

(1) is a line bundle obtained by

gluing the line bundles OXQi
(1) on the components, and H0(OXQ

(1)) has a
canonical basis identified with the set of lattice points of Q.

Theorem 3.6. (cf. [L], p. 15–16) There is a normal toric variety U, with
torus T , and an equivariant finite map U → PN−1 × XΣQ, such that the
image of U in PN−1 ×XΣQ is the pullback of the universal family of cycles
over PN−1//H. The reduced fibres of U/XΣQ over the orbit labelled by a
polyhedral subdivision Q of Q are isomorphic to the degenerate toric variety
XQ associated to Q.

Proof. The family U → XΣQ is defined explicitly by a map of fans (cf. [L],
p.137–145) as follows. Let RA denote the set of functions ψ : A → R. For
ψ ∈ RA, let gψ : Q → R denote the convex piecewise-linear function whose
graph is the lower envelope of the polytope

conv{(ω,ψ(ω)) | ω ∈ A} ⊂MR × R.

For Q a subdivision of Q, define

C(Q) = {ψ ∈ RA | gψ is linear over each polytope in Q},

a closed cone in RA. Let Aff(A) →֒ RA denote the subspace of affine linear
functions ψ, i.e., functions ψ such that gψ is (affine) linear over the whole
of Q. Thus Aff(A) ⊂ C(Q) for each Q. The quotient cones

C(Q)/Aff(A) ⊂ RA/Aff(A)
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constitute a complete fan (cf. [L], p. 52, Proposition II.1), which we denote
by ∆(Q). The vector space RA/Aff(A) contains the lattice ZA/Aff(A)∩ZA

given by Z-valued functions, which is naturally identified with the dualNT/H

of the characters MT/H = Hom(T/H,C×) of T/H. The fan ∆(Q) together
with this lattice defines a complete toric variety with torus T/H. In fact,
this toric variety is the projective toric variety XΣQ defined by the secondary
polytope ΣQ, since ∆(Q) coincides with the normal fan of ΣQ ⊂ (MT/H)R

([GKZ], Theorem 2.4, p. 228).
For Q a subdivision of Q and Q′ a face of Q, define

C(Q,Q′) = {ψ ∈ C(Q) | gψ attains its minimum on Q′},

a closed cone in RA. Let R →֒ RA denote the constant functions. The
quotient cones

C(Q,Q′)/R →֒ RA/R

form a complete fan (cf. [L], p. 137, Proposition IV.1) which we denote
∆̃(Q). The lattice ZA/Z →֒ RA/R is naturally identified with the cochar-
acters NT of T . The fan ∆̃(Q) together with this lattice defines a complete
toric variety U with torus T . The equivariant morphism U → XΣQ is defined
by the map (NT , ∆̃(Q)) → (NT/H ,∆(Q)) of fans induced by the quotient

map RA/R → RA/Aff(A).
The reduced fibres of the map f : U → XΣQ may be described by

analysing the map of fans. Using the result and notation of Lemma 3.7,

f−1OC(Q) =
∐

Q′

OC(Q,Q′).

So, the fibres of f over the orbit onXΣQ labelled by Q have strata labelled by
the faces Q′ of Q. One checks that the strata are precisely the toric varieties
XQ′ defined by Q′, and the gluing is as described in Definition 3.5. Hence
the fibres are isomorphic to the degenerate toric variety XΣQ, as desired.

The fan ∆̃(Q) →֒ RA/R is a refinement of the fan corresponding to PN−1,
that is, the fan generated by the standard basis of RA. We thus obtain an
equivariant birational map U → PN−1. On the fibre XQ of U/XΣQ over the

distinguished point of the stratum labelled by Q, the map XQ → PN−1 is
defined by the global sections of OXQ

(1) corresponding to the vertices A of
Q. The map on an arbitrary fibre is defined similiarly, by T -equivariance. In
particular, the map g : U → PN−1×XΣQ is finite. Let V denote the universal
family over the Chow quotient PN−1//H; it remains to show that g⋆U is the
pullback of V . The image of the fibre of U over the distinguished point of
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XΣQ is He →֒ PN−1, the fibre of V over the distinguished point of PN−1//H.
Hence g⋆U agrees with the pullback of V over T/H by T -equivariance; it
follows that g⋆U is equal to the pullback of V .

Lemma 3.7. Let f : X ′ → X be a equivariant map of toric varieties given by
a map φ : (N ′,∆′) → (N,∆) of fans. Let Oτ denote the orbit corresponding
to a cone τ . Then, for σ ∈ ∆,

f−1(Oσ) =
∐

σ′∈S

Oσ′ ,

where S = {σ′ ∈ ∆′ | σ is the smallest cone of ∆ containing φ(σ′)}.

We can now describe the fibres of the universal family Z/(G(k, n)//H)
carefully. The Plucker embedding G(k, n) →֒ P is H-equivariant. It thus
yields an embedding of Chow quotients G(k, n)//H →֒ P//H, such that the
universal family of cycles over G(k, n)//H is the pullback of the universal
family over P//H. The weight polytope Q of the H-action on P = P(∧kCn)
is the (k, n)-hypersimplex

∆(k, n) = conv{eI | |I| = k, I ⊂ [n]} ⊂ (
n

∑

1

xi = k) ⊂ Rn.

Here eI =
∑

i∈I ei, the weight of the Plucker coordinate PI . The affine space
(
∑n

1 xi = k) is identified with MR = Hom(H,C×)R = (
∑n

1 xi = 0) by fixing
an origin.

Theorem 3.8. The Chow quotient G(k, n)//H has a stratification with
strata labelled by polyhedral subdivisions Q of ∆(k, n) such that each edge
of Q is also an edge of ∆(k, n). Let Z/(G(k, n)//H) denote the universal
family of cycles. The fibres of Z over the locally closed stratum correspond-
ing to a subdivision Q are isomorphic to the degenerate toric variety XQ

associated to Q. More precisely, let (G(k, n)//H)′ denote the strict trans-
form of G(k, n)//H in the normalisation XΣQ of P//H, and Z ′ the pullback
of Z. Then Z ′/(G(k, n)//H)′ is identified with the restriction of the family
U/XΣQ of 3.6.

Proof. The weight polytope of a point [L] ∈ G(k, n) is a matroid poly-
tope ([GS], p. 143–145). Concretely, a polytope Q′ ⊂ ∆(k, n) is a matroid
polytope if each edge of Q′ is also an edge of ∆(k, n) (op. cit., p. 144,
Theorem 1). We say a polyhedral subdivision Q of ∆(k, n) is a matroid
decomposition if each polytope in Q is a matroid polytope. Let (P//H)0
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denote the union of the toric strata of P//H corresponding to matroid de-
compositions. Then (P//H)0 is an open subvariety of P//H and contains
G(k, n)//H by construction. Let (XΣQ)0 denote the corresponding open
subvariety of the normalisation XΣQ of P//H and U0/(XΣQ)0 the pullback
of the family U/XΣQ. Then U0/(XΣQ)0 has reduced fibres and the natural
map U0 → P×(XΣQ)0 is a closed embedding ([L], p. 141, Proposition IV.3).
It follows that Z ′/(G(k, n)//H)′ is identified with the restriction of U/XΣQ

by Theorem 3.6.

3.3 The universal family of stable pairs

We obtain the universal family of stable pairs over Ck,n = G(k, n)//H as
a transversal slice of the universal family of cycles Z/(G(k, n)//H). The
same construction has already been applied to a generic fibre of Z/Ck,n by
Kapranov; in this case one recovers the corresponding hyperplane arrange-
ment.

We first describe the construction on fibres. A fibre Z of Z/Ck,n is a de-
generate toric variety corresponding to a polyhedral subdivision of ∆(k, n).
Let B denote the toric boundary of Z, i.e., the divisor on Z corresponding
to the boundary of ∆(k, n). The facets of ∆(k, n) are

Γ+
i = conv{eI | i ∈ I}, i = 1, . . . , n,

Γ−
i = conv{eI | i /∈ I}, i = 1, . . . , n.

Let B =
∑

B+
i +

∑

B−
i be the corresponding decomposition of B. Then

B+
i = Z ∩G(k − 1, n − 1)ei

,

B−
i = Z ∩G(k, n − 1)i

(as schemes), where

G(k − 1, n − 1)ei
= {L ∈ G(k, n) | ei ∈ L} →֒ G(k, n),

G(k, n − 1)i = {L ∈ G(k, n) | L ⊂ (xi = 0)} →֒ G(k, n)

([K1], p. 56, Proposition 1.6.10). Let e = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Cn and write

G(k − 1, n − 1)e = {L ∈ G(k, n) | e ∈ L} →֒ G(k, n).

Definition 3.9. Given [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H, we define the associated pair
(X,D = D1 + · · · +Dn) by

X = Z ∩G(k − 1, n − 1)e,
Di = B+

i ∩G(k − 1, n − 1)e.

13



Remark 3.10. Note immediately that B−
i ∩ G(k − 1, n − 1)e = ∅, hence

D = B|X .

We eventually prove that the pair (X,D) associated to Z is a stable pair.
We first establish that (X,D) is an slc pair of dimension k − 1. We require
the following transversality result.

Lemma 3.11. Consider the map

f : H ×G(k − 1, n − 1)e → G(k, n), (h, [L]) 7→ h[L]

obtained from the H-action on G(k, n). The map f is smooth of relative
dimension k− 1, with image G(k, n)′ = G(k, n)\

⋃

G(k, n− 1)i, the locus of
k-planes not contained in a coordinate hyperplane.

Proof. Let

S →֒ Pn−1 ×G(k, n)
↓ p

G(k, n)

denote the projectivised tautological bundle over G(k, n). LetH = C×n/C× →֒
Pn−1 be the usual torus embedding. Then f factorises as p ◦ g, where

g : H ×G(k − 1, n− 1)e
∼
→ (H ×G(k, n)) ∩ S →֒ Pn−1 ×G(k, n),

(h, [L]) 7→ (h, h[L]).

Hence f is smooth, and the fibre of f over [L] ∈ G(k, n) is identified with
P(L) ∩H.

Proposition 3.12. The pair (X,D) is slc of dimension k − 1. More pre-
cisely, the map fZ : H ×X → Z induced by the H-action is smooth. Thus,
everywhere locally on X, the pair (X,D) is obtained as a transversal slice
of (Z,B) at a H-orbit of codimension ≤ k − 1.

Proof. The map fZ is obtained from the map f of Lemma 3.11 by the base
change Z →֒ G(k, n); thus fZ is smooth of relative dimension k − 1, with
image Z ∩G(k, n)′ = Z\

⋃

B−
i . The degenerate toric pair (Z,B) is slc by a

well-known toric argument (cf. [A2], p. 9, Lemma 3.1). Hence (X,D) is slc
since fZ is smooth and f⋆ZB = H ×D.

The scheme X has a stratification with strata given by arbitrary intersec-
tions of the irreducible components of X and the divisor D. The associated
poset captures the combinatorial type of the pair (X,D). We use the em-
bedding X →֒ Z to describe this stratification.
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Theorem 3.13. Let (X,D) be the pair associated to [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H.
Consider the stratification of X defined by the irreducible components of X
and D.

(1) The stratification coincides with that induced by the stratification of
Z by orbit closures. The non-empty strata of X are the intersections
Ye = Y ∩G(k− 1, n− 1)e, where Y is a stratum of Z not contained in
∪B−

i . Each stratum Ye is an irreducible, normal variety of the expected
dimension dimY − (n− k). Moreover, Ye is rational and has rational
singularities.

(2) Let Q denote the polyhedral decomposition of Q = ∆(k, n) correspond-
ing to the degenerate toric variety Z. Then the poset of strata of X is
identified with the poset of faces of Q which are not contained in ∪Γ−

i .

Proof. Let Y be a toric stratum of Z. Assume that Y is not contained in
⋃

B−
i (otherwise Y ∩G(k−1, n−1)e = ∅). Again consider the map fY : H×

Ye → Y induced by the H-action; it is smooth of relative dimension k − 1,
with image Y ∩G(k, n)′. Thus Ye is irreducible of dimension dimY −(n−k).
It follows that the stratification of X is induced by the toric stratification of
Z as claimed. Moreover, Ye is normal and has rational singularities since Y
satisfies these properties (the stratum Y is a normal toric variety). Finally,
Ye is rational by [K1], p. 68, Proposition 3.1.9(a).

Remark 3.14. The combinatorial type of (X,D) may be alternatively de-
scribed by the dual complex of (X,D). The dual complex of (X,D) is a pair
(Σ, ∂Σ) of CW-complexes. For each stratum Y of X there is a cell σY of
Σ of dimension dimX − dimY , such that σY ⊂ σY ′ if Y ′ ⊂ Y . For each
stratum Y contained in D, there is in addition a cell σ∂Y of ∂Σ of dimen-
sion dimD − dimY , such that σ∂Y ⊂ σY . For example, if k = 2, the dual
complex is the dual graph of the stable curve (X,D), a tree with n labelled
endpoints. The complex Σ is contractible, and ∂Σ is homeomorphic to the
(k − 2)-skeleton of an (n − 1)-simplex. The subdivision Q determines the
dual complex by 3.13. Conversely, one shows that the homeomorphism type
of the dual complex determines the subdivision Q. We omit the details.

The pairs (X,D) fit into a flat family (X u,Du = Du
1 + · · · + Du

n)/Ck,n
defined by repeating the construction in the relative context. That is,

X u = Z ∩ (G(k − 1, n− 1)e × Ck,n)
Di = B+

i ∩ (G(k − 1, n− 1)e × Ck,n)

where
B+
i = Z ∩ (G(k − 1, n − 1)ei

× Ck,n).
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As remarked above, the generic fibres (X,D) were identified by Kapra-
nov. We record his precise result here for future reference.

Proposition 3.15. ([K1], p. 71, Proposition 3.2.3 and p. 75, Proposi-
tion 3.4.3) Let M1, . . . ,Mn ⊂ Pk−1 be an arrangement of hyperplanes in
general position. Let [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H be the point corresponding to this
arrangement under the Gel’fand–McPherson isomorphism, and (X,D) the
associated pair. Then (X,D) is canonically isomorphic to (Pk−1,M1 + · · ·+
Mn). Moreover, the embedding (X,D) →֒ G(k − 1, n − 1)e is given by the
vector bundle ΩPk−1(logM) of differential forms on Pk−1 with logarithmic
poles along the hyperplanes Mi, together with the isomorphism

H0(ΩPk−1(logM))
∼
→ ker(Cn Σ

→ C)

given by taking residues along the Mi.

3.4 Restriction to a hyperplane

Given a generic hyperplane arrangement, the intersection of the ith hyper-
plane with the remaining hyperplanes is again a hyperplane arrangement.
We thus obtain maps ai : Hk,n → Hk−1,n−1 given by

(Pk−1,M1 + · · · +Mn) 7→ (Mi, (M1 + · · · +Mi−1 +Mi+1 + · · · +Mn)|Mi
).

These maps extend to maps ãi : Ck,n → Ck−1,n−1 of the Chow quotient
compactifications, given by

G(k, n)//H → G(k − 1, n − 1)ei
//Hi, [Z] 7→ [Z ∩G(k − 1, n− 1)ei

]

([K1], p. 56, Theorem 1.6.6). Here Hi is the quotient of H = C×n/C× by
the ith coordinate C×. We observe that, using stable pairs, the extension
ãi of ai may be described in the same way as ai.

Proposition 3.16. Let (X,D) be the pair associated to [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H.
Then (Di, (D −Di)|Di

) is the pair associated to ãi([Z]).

Proof. Recall that the pair (X,D) is defined by X = Z ∩ G(k − 1, n − 1)e
and Di = B+

i ∩ G(k − 1, n − 1)e where B+
i = Z ∩ G(k − 1, n − 1)ei

. The
result follows easily.
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4 The sheaf of logarithmic differentials on a stable

pair

Let (X,D) be the pair associated to some [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H. We show that
the embedding (X,D) →֒ G(k − 1, n − 1)e may be defined using a certain
sheaf of logarithmic differentials on (X,D) (cf. Proposition 3.15), and use
this to prove that the embedding is canonical. In order to define this sheaf,
we must first define a log structure on (X,D) (since X may be reducible).

4.1 Definition of the log structure on (X, D)

We assume that the reader is familiar with log structures (see, e.g., [KK]).
Recall that X = Z∩G(k−1, n−1)e. The scheme Z is a fibre of the universal
family U → XΣQ of Theorem 3.6, where Q = ∆(k, n). The varieties U and
XΣQ are toric with tori T and T/H, and the map U → XΣQ is equivariant
with respect to T → T/H. Hence U and XΣQ have canonical log structures

U † and X†
ΣQ, and the map U → XΣQ extends naturally to a log smooth

map U † → X†
ΣQ of log schemes. We define the log structure Z†/k† on the

fibre Z/k by base change. Finally, we define the log structure X†/k† on X/k
by restriction.

4.2 Identification of the sheaf of log differentials

We describe the sheaf of log differentials on X/k defined by the log structure.
Roughly speaking, it is the sheaf of differentials on X with logarithmic poles
along the divisor D and the double locus, such that the two residues along
a component of the double locus sum to zero. The log structure is required
to glue the component sheaves at the double locus.

For Y a toric variety with torus T , let ΩY †/k denote the sheaf of differ-
entials with logarithmic poles along the toric boundary. Equivalently, ΩY †/k

is the sheaf of log differentials associated to the canonical log structure on
Y . There is a canonical isomorphism

OY ⊗Z MT
∼
→ ΩY †/k, m 7→ dχm/χm

where MT = Hom(T,C×), and, for m ∈MT , χm denotes the corresponding
rational function on Y ([F], p. 87). We establish an analogous result for the
degenerate toric variety Z.

Lemma 4.1. There is a canonical isomorphism

OZ ⊗Z M
∼
→ ΩZ†/k†
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The sheaf ΩZ†/k† can be obtained by gluing the sheaves of log differentials on
the components Zi of Z using the isomorphisms Ω

Z†
i /k

∼= OZi
⊗Z M.

Proof. Recall that Z is a fibre of the equivariant morphism of toric varieties
U → XΣQ. The exact sequence

0 → f⋆Ω
X†

ΣQ
/k

→ ΩU†/k → Ω
U†/X†

ΣQ

→ 0

yields Ω
U†/X†

ΣQ

∼= OU⊗ZM, and thus ΩZ†/k†
∼= OZ⊗ZM by base change.

Notation 4.2. Let dχm/χm denote the global section of ΩZ†/k† correspond-
ing to m ∈ M . It restricts to the usual log differential dχm/χm on each
component Zi of Z. Note that χm is not a rational function on Z, i.e., it is
not an element of the total quotient ring of OZ , although it is of course a
well defined rational function on each component Zi.

Write G = G(k, n), and let S and Q denote the tautological subsheaf
and quotient sheaf on G. Also write Ge = G(k − 1, n − 1)e, and define Se
and Qe similiarly. Let h denote the Lie algebra of H = C×n/C×. Note that
the ambient space Cn/Ce for the Grassmannian Ge is identified with h. We
write M = Hom(H,C×) as before, then MC = h∨.

Theorem 4.3. (1) The embedding X →֒ Z induces an isomorphism

S∨
e |X

∼
→ ΩX†/k†.

The corresponding map h∨ → H0(ΩX†/k†) is given bym 7→ (dχm/χm)|X
for m ∈M ⊂ h∨.

(2) The sheaf ωX(D) is identified with the top exterior power ∧k−1ΩX†/k†

of the sheaf of logarithmic differentials. Thus ωX(D) ∼= OGe(1)|X
where OGe(1) denotes the Plucker line bundle on Ge. In particular,
ωX(D) is a very ample line bundle.

Proof. We compute ΩX†/k† using the exact sequence

0 → I/I2 → ΩZ†/k† |X → ΩX†/k† → 0, (1)

where I = IX/Z is the ideal sheaf of X in Z. Recall that X = Z ∩ Ge.
The embedding Ge →֒ G is a local complete intersection defined by the
vanishing of the section of Q given by e ∈ Cn. In particular, the normal
bundle NGe/G is identified with Q|Ge = Qe. Restricting to Z, we deduce
that the embedding X →֒ Z is also a local complete intersection, with
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normal bundle NX/Z = Qe|X (note that X has the expected dimension by
Proposition 3.12). The sheaf

TZ†/k† = Ω∨
Z†/k†

∼= OZ ⊗C h

of vector fields on Z with logarithmic zeroes is the sheaf generated by the
vector fields induced by the H-action. The map TZ†/k† → NX/Z gives the
corresponding first order deformations of X →֒ Z. One checks that this
map is identified with the restriction of the quotient map OGe ⊗ h → Qe on
Ge = G(k − 1, h). Hence the exact sequence (1) is identified with the dual
of the exact sequence

0 → Se → OGe ⊗C h → Qe → 0

restricted to X. In particular, the sheaf ΩX†/k† is identified with S∨
e |X .

The top exterior power ∧k−1ΩX†/k† is thus identified with the restriction

of the Plucker line bundleOGe(1). On the other hand, we have ∧n−1ΩZ†/k† =
ωZ(B), where B denotes the toric boundary of Z. We deduce from the exact
sequence (1) that ∧k−1ΩX†/k† = ωX(D), using adjunction for the dualising
sheaf and the equality D = B|X .

4.3 The canonical basis of H0(ωX(D))

Our aim in this section is to prove that the embedding (X,D) →֒ Ge
is canonically determined by (X,D). The embedding is given by the lo-
cally free sheaf ΩX†/k† defined above, together with a certain map h∨ →

H0(ΩX†/k†). Equivalently, after composing with the Plucker embedding,

the embedding is given by the line bundle ωX(D) = ∧k−1 ΩX†/k†, together

with the induced map ∧k−1 h∨ → H0(ωX(D)). We prove that the embed-
ding is canonical by identifying this map.

Remark 4.4. We expect that the map h∨ → H0(ΩX†/k†) is the inverse of an
isomorphism

H0(ΩX†/k†) → h∨ = ker(Cn Σ
→ C)

defined by taking residues along the divisorsD1, . . . ,Dn (cf. Proposition 3.15).
However, I don’t know how to prove this at present. It is also unclear a pri-
ori that the sheaf ΩX†/k† is canonically determined by (X,D). So, in the
following, we work instead with the sheaf ωX(D).
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Lemma 4.5. The intersection Di1 ∩ · · · ∩ Dik−1
is a point for each i1 <

· · · < ik−1. At each such point P = Pi1,...,ik−1
, the scheme X is smooth and

the divisor D has normal crossings. Thus

(P ∈ X,D) ∼= (0 ∈ Ck−1, (x1 · · · xk−1 = 0))

where Dij is identified with (xj = 0).

Proof. Write J = {i1, · · · , ik−1}. The subscheme DJ =
⋂

i∈J Di ⊂ X is the
intersection of the subscheme B+

J =
⋂

i∈J B
+
i ⊂ Z with X. The scheme

BJ corresponds to the face Γ =
⋂

i∈J Γ+
i of ∆(k, n). The face Γ is the

(n− k)-simplex
conv{eJ∪{i} | i /∈ J}.

In particular, Γ is a face of the subdivision Q of Q = ∆(k, n) corresponding

to Z (since the only subdivision of a simplex is the trivial one). Thus B+
J

is a single toric stratum of Z, of dimension n − k. By Theorem 3.13, the
corresponding stratum DJ of X is a (reduced) point.

To prove the second part, we analyse the subdivision Q at Γ. Let eI be
a vertex of Γ, so I = J ∪ {ik}, some ik, and fix the embedding Q →֒MR by
identifying eI as the origin. Let 〈S〉 denote the cone and 〈S〉R the vector
space generated by a set S ⊂MR. Consider the quotient cone

ConeΓ(Q) = (〈Q〉 + 〈Γ〉R)/〈Γ〉R.

We have
〈Q〉 = 〈ej − ei | j /∈ I, i ∈ I〉

〈Γ〉 = 〈ej − eik | j /∈ I〉.

So, identifying MR/〈Γ〉R with (xj = 0, j /∈ I) ⊂MR,

ConeΓ(Q) = 〈eik − ei | i ∈ J〉.

In particular, ConeΓ(Q) is simplicial, and the generators of 〈Q〉 yield a
minimal set of generators of ConeΓ(Q). It follows that there is a unique
maximal polytope Q′ of Q containing Γ. For, the edges of any such Q′ are

also edges of Q (Theorem 3.8), whence ConeΓ(Q′) = ConeΓ(Q). Hence Z
has a unique component Z ′ containing the stratum B+

J corresponding to Γ,
and Z ′ is smooth at the generic point of B+

J (since ConeΓ(Q) is simplicial).
By smoothness of fZ : H ×X → Z (Proposition 3.12) we deduce that X is
smooth at DJ .
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The Poincaré residue map

ΩZ†/k† → (⊕iOB+

i
) ⊕ (⊕iOB−

i
)

(cf. [F], p. 87, [O], p. 120) induces the residue map

ΩX†/k† → ⊕iODi
. (2)

With notation as in 4.5, the (k− 1)th exterior power of the residue map (2)
is the iterated residue map

ωX(D) → ⊕i1<···<ik−1
k(Pi1,...,ik−1

) (3)

given locally at P = Pi1,...,ik−1
by

dx1

x1
∧ · · · ∧

dxk−1

xk−1
7→ 1.

Taking global sections, we obtain a natural map

H0(ωX(D)) → ∧k−1Cn.

Theorem 4.6. The embedding (X,D) →֒ G(k − 1, n − 1)e is canonical.
Specifically, the composition

(X,D) →֒ G(k − 1, n− 1)e →֒ P(∧k−1h)

is defined by the line bundle ωX(D) together with a natural isomorphism

H0(ωX(D))
∼
→ ∧k−1h∨ ⊂ ∧k−1Cn

given by the iterated residue map (3).

Proof. The map h∨ → H0(ΩX†/k†) is given by m 7→ dχm/χm|X for m ∈
M ⊂ h∨. The composition

h∨ → H0(ΩX†/k†) → ⊕iH
0(ODi

) = Cn

is the embedding h∨ = (
∑

xi = 0) →֒ Cn. For, the divisor B+
i ⊂ Z

corresponds to the facet Γ+
i of ∆(k, n) ⊂ MR, with outward normal ei ∈

NR. Hence the log differential dχm/χm on Z has residue 〈m, ei〉 along B+
i ,

the order of vanishing of the character χm along B+
i ⊂ Z ([F], p. 61).

Consequently, the composition

∧k−1h∨ → H0(ωX(D)) → ∧k−1Cn
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is the embedding ∧k−1h∨ →֒ ∧k−1Cn. We prove below (Proposition 4.9) that
the map H0(ωX(D)) → ∧k−1Cn is an isomorphism onto ∧k−1 h∨ →֒ Cn.
Hence the map ∧k−1h∨ → H0(ωX(D)) yielding the embedding (X,D) →֒
Ge →֒ P(∧k−1h) is given by the inverse of this map, and the embedding is
uniquely determined as desired.

Lemma 4.7. For k ≥ 3, the natural map H0(ωX(D)) → H0(ωD) is an
isomorphism.

Proof. By adjunction, we have an exact sequence

0 → ωX → ωX(D) → ωD → 0.

Consider the associated long exact sequence of cohomology

0 → H0(ωX) → H0(ωX(D)) → H0(ωD) → H1(ωX) → · · · .

We have H0(ωX) = Hk−1(OX )∨ and H1(ωX) = Hk−2(OX)∨ by Serre dual-
ity, and Hk−1(OX) = Hk−2(OX ) = 0 by Proposition 4.12, hence the map
H0(ωX(D)) → H0(ωD) is an isomorphism as claimed.

Lemma 4.8. Write Dij = Di ∩Dj . For k ≥ 3, the sequence

0 → H0(ωX(D)) → ⊕iH
0(ωDi

(D −Di)) → ⊕i<jH
0(ωDij

(D −Di −Dj))

is exact.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

0 → OD → ⊕iODi
→ ⊕i<j ODij

of sheaves on D given by the decomposition D =
∑

Di. Tensoring with the
line bundle ωX(D), we obtain the exact sequence

0 → ωD → ⊕i ωDi
(D −Di) → ⊕i<j ωDij

(D −Di −Dj)

by adjunction. Taking global sections and applying Lemma 4.7, we obtain
our result.

Proposition 4.9. The map H0(ωX(D)) → ∧k−1Cn is an isomorphism onto
∧k−1h∨ →֒ ∧k−1Cn.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial (X is a
point) and the case k = 2 is known ([K2], p. 242). So, assume that k ≥ 3
and the result holds for k − 2 and k − 1. Consider the exact sequence

0 → H0(ωX(D)) → ⊕iH
0(ωDi

(D −Di))
θ
→ ⊕i<jH

0(ωDij
(D −Di −Dj))

of Lemma 4.8. By Proposition 3.16, the pair (Di, (D−Di)|Di
) is a fibre of the

family over the Chow quotient G(k−1, n−1)ei
//Hi, where Hi is the quotient

of H by the ith coordinate C×. Similiarly, (Dij , (D−Di−Dj)|Dij
) is a fibre

of the family over G(k − 2, n − 2)ei,ej
//Hij . Write hi = LieHi = Cn/〈e, ei〉

and hij = LieHij = Cn/〈e, ei, ej〉. By induction, the map θ is identified with
the map

⊕i ∧
k−2 h∨i → ⊕i<j ∧k−3 h∨ij (4)

given by
∧k−2h∨i → ∧k−3h∨ij , e

⋆
j ∧ ω 7→ ω.

Here e⋆1, · · · , e
⋆
n denotes the basis of Cn∨ dual to the standard basis e1, . . . , en

of Cn. Hence the kernel H0(ωX(D)) of θ is identified with the kernel of the
map (4). To compute this kernel, we may replace (X,D) by a generic pair
(X ′,D′), i.e., a hyperplane arrangement. Then H0(ωX′(D′)) is identified
with ∧k−1h∨ via the residue map (cf. [K1], p. 71, Proposition 3.2.3(a)),
equivalently, the kernel of (4) is the image of the embedding

∧k−1h∨ →֒ ⊕i ∧
k−2 h∨i

given by
∧k−1h∨ → ∧k−2h∨i , e

⋆
i ∧ ω 7→ ω.

This completes the proof.

Lemma 4.10. Let Z be the degenerate toric variety corresponding to a
polyhedral subdivision Q of a lattice polytope Q. Let Zj denote the disjoint
union of the toric strata of Z of codimension j which are not contained in
the toric boundary B; write pj : Zj → Z for the induced map. There is an
exact sequence

0 → OZ → p0
⋆OZ0 → p1

⋆OZ1 → · · · .

Proof. We define a complex

0 → OZ → p0
⋆OZ0 → p1

⋆OZ1 → · · ·

as follows. The map pi⋆OZi → pi+1
⋆ OZi+1 is given by the restriction maps

from codimension i strata to codimension i + 1 strata with various signs.
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The signs are determined by fixing an orientation for each polytope σ ∈ Q.
We assume that each maximal polytope has orientation induced by a fixed
orientation of Q, then the map OZ → p0

⋆OZ0 is given by restriction (no
signs). Let Z(σ) denote the stratum of Z corresponding to a face σ of Q.
For σ a face of Q and τ a facet of σ the map OZ(σ) → OZ(τ) has sign +1 if
σ and τ are oriented compatibly and −1 otherwise.

We show that the corresponding complex of graded rings

0 → RZ → RZ0 → RZ1 → · · · (5)

is exact. Recall that, as a C-vector space,

RZ = 〈χs | s ∈ Cone(Q) ∩M ′〉C

where M ′ = Z ⊕M , and Q sits inside the affine hyperplane (1,MR) of M ′
R
.

Similiarly,

RZj =
⊕

Q′∈Q(j)

〈χs | s ∈ Cone(Q′) ∩M ′〉C

where Q(j) is the set of codimension j faces of Q which are not contained
in the boundary. The complex (5) is a direct sum of complexes, with one
summand for each s ∈ Cone(Q)∩M ′. The summand corresponding to s is

0 → C →
⊕

Q′∈Q(0,s)

C →
⊕

Q′∈Q(1,s)

C → · · · (6)

where Q(j, s) = {Q′ ∈ Q(j) | s ∈ Cone(Q′)}. We check below that each
such summand is exact, completing the proof of (1).

Consider the complex

0 →
⊕

Q′∈Q(0,s)

C →
⊕

Q′∈Q(1,s)

C → · · · (7)

obtained from (6) by omitting the first term. Assume s 6= 0, let v be the
point of Q given by the ray R≥0 · s ⊂ Cone(Q) and write (Q − v) for the
subcomplex of Q consisting of cells not containing v. The complex (7) is
identified with the chain complex C·(Q, (Q−v)∪∂Q) computing the cellular
homology of the pair of CW-complexes (Q, (Q − v) ∪ ∂Q). But the pair

(Q, (Q− v) ∪ ∂Q) is homotopy equivalent to the pair (Bd, Sd−1) consisting
of the d-dimensional ball and its boundary; here d = dimQ. It follows that
the complex (6) is exact as required. Similiarly, if s = 0, the complex (7) is
identified with C·(Q, ∂Q) and so (6) is again exact.
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Lemma 4.11. Let (X,D) be the stable pair associated to [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H.
Consider the stratification of X induced by the stratification of Z by orbit
closures. Let Xj denote the disjoint union of the strata of X of codimension
j which are not contained in D; write pj : Xj → X for the induced map.
There is an exact sequence

0 → OX → p0
⋆OX0 → p1

⋆OX1 → · · · .

Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 4.10 and the smoothness
of the map fZ : H ×X → Z (Proposition 3.12).

Proposition 4.12. Let (X,D) be the stable pair associated to [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H.
Then H i(OX ) = 0 for i > 0.

Proof. We use the exact sequence

0 → OX → p0
⋆OX0 → p1

⋆OX1 → · · ·

of Lemma 4.11. Each stratum of X is rational and has rational singularities
by Theorem 3.13. Hence H i(OXj ) = 0 for each i > 0, j ≥ 0. So, the group
H i(OX ) is the ith cohomology group of the complex

0 → H0(OX0) → H0(OX1) → · · · . (8)

Let Q denote the polyhedral subdivision of Q = ∆(k, n) given by Z. Recall
that each stratum of Z which is not contained in the toric boundary yields a
stratum of X of the same codimension. Thus, the complex (8) is identified
with the chain complex C·(Q, ∂Q) computing the cellular homology of the
pair of CW-complexes (Q, ∂Q) (cf. proof of Lemma 4.10). Hence H i(OX) =
0 for i > 0 as required.

5 Proof of the Main Theorem

Proof of Theorem 2.8. The fibre of the family (X u,Du)/Ck,n over a point of
Hk,n is identified with the corresponding hyperplane arrangement by Propo-
sition 3.15. For an arbitrary fibre (X,D), the pair (X,D) is slc by Proposi-
tion 3.12 and the sheaf ωX(D) is a very ample line bundle by Theorem 4.3.
Hence (X,D) is a stable pair.

We show that no two fibres of (X u,Du)/Ck,n are isomorphic. For each
fibre (X,D), the embedding (X,D) →֒ G(k − 1, n − 1)e is canonical by
Theorem 4.6. If (X,D) →֒ Ge is the fibre over [Z] ∈ G(k, n)//H, then
Z = HX ⊂ G(k, n). Hence (X,D) determines Z ⊂ G(k, n), as required.
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Suppose given a stable pair (X,D) and a smoothing (X ,D)/(0 ∈ T )
of (X,D) as in Definition 2.5. We show that (X,D) occurs as a fibre of
(X u,Du)/Ck,n. Write T× = T\{0} and let (X×,D×)/T× denote the re-
striction of (X ,D)/T . Then there is a canonical embedding

(X×,D×) →֒ G(k − 1, n − 1)e × T×

defined by the logarithmic differentials, and (X×,D×)/T× is obtained as
the pullback of the family (X u,Du)/Ck,n by some map T× → Ck,n ([K1],
p. 74, Corollary 3.3.11). This map extends uniquely to a map T → Ck,n;
let (X ′,D′)/T denote the family obtained by pullback, and (X ′,D′) the
special fibre. Then, by separatedness of moduli of stable pairs ([A2], p. 7,
Theorem 2.9), (X,D) is isomorphic to (X ′,D′). Here we require the fol-
lowing ‘inversion of adjunction’ result: (X,D) slc implies (X ,X + D) log
canonical. It is a consequence of the minimal model program in dimension
k = dimX + 1 ([A2], p. 6, 2.7).

Remark 5.1. We note that the minimal model program assumption is only
used to guarantee an inversion of adjunction result, which it may be possible
to prove by other methods. For example, in some cases, it can be proved
using vanishing ([KM], p. 174, Theorem 5.50).
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